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                                                              "S" MDMA.

±    40mg 11:40AM=[0:00] 5/30/77. [0:35] something? [1:00] possible threshold
       [2:20] clear - [4:20] heavy-eyed - almost sleepy. [6:20] intense photophobia
       - chemicals in eyes from lab work or finger contact? Poison-oak extract day.
       Assign ±.
 
++   60mg 5/31/77 8:30AM=[0:00][0:20] early warning! - then nothing [0:30] window
       starts - excellent [0:35] pretty, clear - I hope it develops further [0:40]
       I am already between + and ++ - handwriting OK but writing faster than
       usual. [0:50] stable between + and ++ - could I drive? maybe not; maybe ++
       [0:55] time going so slowly - mentally so active. I am quite dilated [1:25]
       still pretty much there, but I could drive - ej failure. [1:40] dropping but
       still fine! [2:00] out [2:30] relaxed - comfortable. - all afternoon
       peaceful - relaxed - mentally completely clear & alert - no trace of
       physical residue whatsoever - no photophobia - a very successful ++.

+    80mg 6/4/77 1:30PM ([with] Neil 120±racemate) [0:00] 0:30 - note 1st effect
       gently and not too noisy window to [1:30] - then drop - real but modest -
       evening very sleepy but up to 4AM previous night.

++  100mg 6/7/77 9:00AM=[0:00] [0:30] alert [0:40] nice development. Slower than
       racemate? [0:45 to [1:10] steady - to a + or ++ hard to tell. Could I drive?
       I am verbally and mentally clear - mechanically I am excited - writing with
       large script - piano excellent. [1:25] a good ++ stoned - some dilation -
       pulse 108 [2:00] still delightful [2:15] dropping. This does not have the
       "fire" of the racemate at full level, or the "rush" getting there. [3:00]
       largely out. To town for lecture (went well!).

+++ 120mg 6/16/77 9:10AM=[0:00] [0:23] early warning [0:30] start - rapid
       development [0:36] already to ++? [0:40] still developing - I am surely ++.
       dilation. [0:45 ] completely there. +++ - driving would be impossible.
       Typing difficult. [0:50] piano excellent - at plateau? [1:05] still +++ but
       am writing letters in fine control! [1:15] try lying down with eyes closed -
       loss of all effects! The visual process is needed for awareness of drug
       effect. [1:20[ dilation yet more right more than left again. [1:30] -
       dropping a little - some teeth clench; still ++ [1:40] dropping more quickly
       [2:20] still + getting ready for trip to town [4:00] still detectable effect
       - very pleasant and restful - negl. teeth rub - no eye throw. Evening -
       excellent sleep.

++  100mg 6/18/77 3:48PM=[0:00] [with] Mandy 100mg Jordan [0:29] start window
       [0:42] increasing [0:47] At ++ [1:30] 1st sign of drop. [2:00] down to 20%
       2:30 out. Some residual for a couple of hrs. more. fine sleep at 7:00

+    60mg 8/5/77 9:10AM=[0:00][0:30] alert? [0:40] modest - to + only by [0:50]
       quiet - no more than +. all gone by [2:00]

     60mg Ted < 8/24/77 (~8/20/77)  ≎ 120 dl except no stagger - drunk motor
       decontrol - peak at 3 hrs - trace still at 6 hrs.

++  100mg ATS 11/6/77 8:45AM. [0:30] alert in eyes [0:35]to[0:55] smooth to + to ++
       [1:05] quite a bit of teeth clench, at ++ [1:40] still terribly teeth clench
       Overall so-what - I have other things to do. [2:45] almost down. still teeth
       clench - why bother. ++. end.


